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Civil Liability Under Nuclear Damage 
Act, 2010: A Critical Analysis

Raghavendra Ishwarappa
P. G. Student, Department of Law, Gulbarga University, Gulbarga, Karnataka, India, 

Abstract:Indian has had no special legislation so for about liability under civil law for nuclear damage, instead, the 
general law about damage outside of the contractual provision applied. 

Key words:liability legislation  , nuclear-Technology , Civil Liability .

1.INTRODUCTION :
In may 2010, a draft liability legislation was 

introduced in to Indian parliament, final deliberation were 
held on August 30, 2010, on September 2010 the president of 
India conformed the drafted bill legislation, thereby making 
it Law. The drafted legislation had been a matter of dispute in 
India. 

2. BRIEF HISTORY: 
The idea of shifting all liability in the event of a 

nuclear accident or disaster was a product of the dominant 
power of the American nuclear Industry in the late 1940 and 

11950.  After world-war-II the united-state was the obvious 
2permanent-power in nuclear technology.  Initially, the US 

Government was responsible for any liability caused by a 
failure in nuclear-Technology, because at that time nuclear-
plant, reactors and Facilities were run by the government or 

3the military.  In 1954 the American government decided it 
was time for the private industry to be allowed to own, 

4operator and license reactor.  This boon to the industry comes 
with heavy price, as it's meant the liabilities of third part-
actor (supplier, designer, contractor and manufacturers) 

5 would also shift towers the private sectors.

3. PROPONENT OF THE ACT: 
A Civil Liability for Nuclear damage Act, 2010 will 

signify India's to step into international nuclear arena, the Act 
out lines the terms of domestic liability an integral piece in 
gaining not only admission to international nuclear 
convention, but also the confidence of the investor's to the 
country budding-nuclear-programme, ultimately the plan is 

6to drive 25 of India Electricity from nuclear-power by 2050.  
The Act proposes establishing several key points providing a 
cap for level of completion denoting-responsibility to 
specific-parties, setting a numeric bars for liability issues and 
creating authoritative bodies to asses claims and distribution 
compensation in the case of the nuclear damage. 

The main aim proponents of the advocate the bill 
strengthen India's on for front. 
1.It will increase India's ability to produced energy and 

electricity. 
2.It will develop the India's defense technology. 
3.It allow for advancement in India space programme. 

74.It will stimulate Global interest and instrument in India.  

India's inclusion of suppliers liability Indian rise a 
global power has made it an extremely lucrative market, an 

8especially in the field of nuclear energy. As the most popular 
democracy in the world India's energy needs for exceed its 

9 current capacity. 
Nuclear energy can serve as on efficient alternative, 

but at the movement, there are only 19 nuclear reactors in the 
10country.  The influential nuclear suppliers group decided to 

open up its international vendor market to India in the fall of 
112008, as a vote of confidence for nuclear industry investors.  

Since that vote India has signed numerous civilian nuclear 
agreements them. The most prominent one with the United 

1States, France and Russia. 2 The advent of this agreement 
and fact that India is not a party to any international nuclear 
agreement or the non-proliferation treaty, forced the Indian 
parliament to draft a bill that provide compensation in the 
face of a nuclear accident. 

4. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACT: 
However, the act has faced immense controversy, 

due to sensitivity of the past accidents such as Bhopal Gas 
leak and certain imperative questions. The act now stands 
critical juncture as a India's parliament faced pressure on the 
international stage to pass some legislation addressing 
nuclear liability without demotic law, out lining liability, 
India cannot gain entrance in to Global Convention nuclear 
trade. 

The current civil liability for nuclear damage act 
2010 in-adequately looks at issues of critical importance 
issues to this policy. Bring that issue to the forefront, and the 
present controversies regarding specific laws in the Act. 
· According to Horrible justice Krisha Iyyer stated 
that our wind energy and tidal power have not been exploited 
save for a tiny extent and these resources are large and free 
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from pollutive potential. 
· The US official nuclear daron with vested interest is 
practice of the most scandalous cover-up-Nuclear safety has 
no credibility after the specular accident in 1979 at three mile 
Island (US) and the Chernoby Mishap April 1986 in Ukraine 
the like of which on eye has seen, no heart conceived, no 
human tongue can adequately tell. 
· Dr. Gopal Krishand former chairman of the Atomic 
Energy Regulatory board government of India explain that 
US shakes the wisdom and patriotism of the principles. 

13America making a India a client state.  
· India's major primary energy resources are its large 
coal reserves in the eastern and southern state, the large 
partial yet to be topped in the hydroelectrical sector and the 
has resources thorium present in easily mineable areas. 
· If this government is reality concerned with energy 
security, why are we seeing any concrete action in their part 
to utilize the three forms of energy with the country, with a 

14 high priority and ernphasis?

1.  Liability principles is wrong: 
In this act provides a circumstance that operator 

will not liable to any nuclear damage. It fails to denote 
response liability of the operator. It will become problematic 
when the victims try to find recourses and are unable to 
attribute liability or responsibility of the party it is bigger 
issue. 

The civil liability for nuclear damage law it was 
alleged that supplier would be relived from the liability either 
entirely. 

Further more limitation of the liability to such a low 
amount that appeared to be inappropriate particularly in light 
of the Bhopal Gas disaster the law of nuclear damage Act 
2010 considered to be Indian constitution article 21 and 48 A, 
as it was a contrary to the polluter pays principles and 
principle of liability law and Environment law. 

2. Adjudication: 
To claim compensation in respect of the accident of 

nuclear damage, not the regular court or competent but are 
claims commissioner central government can appointed a 
nuclear claim commissioner in regard to injure damaged to 
caused by a nuclear accident, such claim of the such damage 
can adjudication by commission by the notification any 
central government. 

The commission has original jurisdiction to 
adjudicate upon every application for compensation no civil 
court, with the exception of the Supreme Court and the high 
court in cases of Article 226 and 227 of the constitution. 

According to Article 21 life and personal freedom 
belong to the fundamental rights in such case, the Supreme 
Court can be called up, according to Article 32 of the 
constitution, to enforce the right. The right to move the 
Supreme Court by appropriate proceeding for the 
enforcement of the right grunted by the constitution of India. 

In the Supreme Court determine the violation of 
such fundamental law according to the Article 13 of the 
constitution it can declare such law became null and void. 

3. No Clarity in the Act: 
Indian Nuclear Liability Act, 2010 without specific 

knowledge about the Indian Law. The Nuclear liability law's 
numerous states one based on the basic concept and 
regulation of the international nuclear agreement Nuclear 
Liability Law is per se international issued law Indian 
Nuclear liability law by the international liability 
agreement's it is reference to international yard-stick will be 
sought not that of one individual national legal regime. 

This is not only incomputable with the international 
nuclear liability agreement, but also with the Indian 
applicable principle of the natural justice. 

4.  Indian Life is Cheap: 
The civil liability for nuclear damage's in the 

liability of the operator is limited per nuclear incident to an 
amount in rupees equivalent to 300 millions in the united 
state has set for itself about $ 11 billion per incident Industry 
maximum (under the price Anderon Act). The liability of the 
operator of the plant would be just Rs. 500 corer's about $ 110 
million which is just one percent of the US limit, and $ 450 
million per-accident. The proposal law allows an adjustment 
of the upwards and down-words to possible lower limit of us 
Rs. 300 corer's about $ 65 million actually damages could be 
for graters then the US liability limit. 

The Act should be amended include an explicitly 
provision that says that would be no operator liability cap and 
that Initial payment of $ 20 million (about Rs. 92,000 corer's) 

15would have to be put in escrow in the worst case accident.

5.  Violation of the Indian Constitution: 
One of the vital guarantees in the constitution of 

India is the protection of the Right to Life enshrined in the 
Article 21. Our Supreme Court by creating interpretation 
ruled that the expression of life does not come to physical 
with human dignity and all that goes along with it, namely, 
the bare necessary of life such as adequate nutrition, clothing 
and shelter-aver-head, the concept of the right to live with the 
human dignity to encompass within it ambit, the protection 
and preservation of environment ecological balance free 
from pollution of air and water. 

Indian Constitution evince great concern for 
environment act Article 48A of the Directive Principle 
mandate that state shall endeavor to protect and improve the 
environment and of the fundamental duties prescribed in 
Article 51 A(g) inter alias to protect and improve the national 
environment. 

In rand mark judgment in the Demm Gas leak case 
the Supreme court laid down certain principles, that an 
enterprise which is engaged in a hazardous, dangers, industry 
which posses potential threat to the health and safety of the 
person working in factory and residing surrounding owes on 
absolute and nondelegable duty to the community, to ensure 
that no harm result to anyone country the hazards accident 
which has undertaken. 

The Supreme Court judgment is for complaint and 
protecting the victims of the accident as part of their 
fundamental rights under the Article 21 of the Constitution. 
Supreme Court judgment constitutes the law of the land and 
is binding on all courts, authorities and persons. 
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It would be against the interest of and cherished fundamental 
rights of life of the people of India whose protection should 
be primary concern of any civilized democratic 

16government.

5. SUGGESTION AND CONCLUSION: 
The primary obstacle to nuclear energy developed 

has always been the fear of harm that can be caused by tragic 
nuclear accident. The Indian civil liability for nuclear 
damage bill has been passed in 2010. To attempt to reconcile 
the need of public and Indian country sides protection with 
grooving appetite for suitable energy. While Law has money 
flaws, it tries to provide victim with supplier liability, a tool 
long removed from the nuclear industry.

The Indian civil liability for nuclear damage act 
2010 reflects how much necessary for high density of the 
state like India to be at the whim of the nuclear industry, but 
instated we must work to evolve with current regime so as to 
protect their constituents and environment implementing 
supplier's liability against the nuclear industry is the first step 
in the right direction without violation of the Indian 
Constitution. 
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